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by the Nelson Land Registry Office and 
the duplicate thereof in that office be 
amended by adding to the description of 
the land the following words immediately 
after the figures 61457-1 in the description: 
and the lands immediately adjoining the

same to the west ad medium filum aquae of
the Salmo River as of May 28, 1945 
and that the certificate of indefeasible title 
of the respondent for the remaining portion 
of sub-lot 36 referred to in the pleadings 
and the duplicate thereof in the said Land 
Registry Office dated January 28, 1946, be 
amended accordingly.”

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Following are two questions received from a reader concerning roads and answers 
given by our Legal Division.

For a more detailed discussion on roads see the precis on “Highways” under Law 
and Surveying ill the January 1971 issue of The Ontario Land Surveyor.

1. Q. Although we have some good authority on roads which states that “Once a road
— always a road”, there are cases where municipalities have closed roads on 
their own authority and conveyed same to adjacent lands, was this permissible? 
I refer to road allowances laid out in the original township surveys which for 
various reasons have not been opened, or if opened have been abandoned.

A. If a municipality does in effect own a road that is a proper road that has been 
legally created and accepted by them, they must close this road under The 
Municipal Act by by-law. If they wish to sell the said closed portion, they must 
offer it to the adjoining owners at a fair price. With respect to township roads 
created by original township surveys, our understanding of the law is that it is 
vested in the township and that they are deemed to have accepted it whether or 
not they passed a by-law to that effect or have spent money on the said road. 
We prefer that the township pass a by-law so accepting, but will recognize that 
it is not absolutely necessary. Such being the case it would follow that the 
proper way to close such road would be by way of a by-law and if they are not 
going to keep the road so closed, that they offer to sell it at a fair price to the 
adjoining owners. It would also follow that it is immaterial whether or not they 
have abandoned such roads once opened.

2. Q. On undeveloped subdivisions where roads were not constructed and were not
dedicated as public highways, are these lands still in private ownership? When 
did the certification of roads as public occur, in what year?

A. With respect to undeveloped subdivision where roads are not constructed if a
plan of subdivision was, in fact, registered then it does not matter if words of
dedication are shown on the plan as they are deemed to be so dedicated. The 
authority for this is found in Section 57, being Chapter 453, R.S.O. (1970). This 
section in substance has been the same under the various statutes of Ontario 
and before that the Province of Canada back to 1849 when it was stated in 
Section 41 of the 12th Victoria Chapter 35 of 1849, that allowances for roads, 
streets, etc., which have been surveyed of towns and villages of Upper Canada 
and laid down on plans made by companies and individuals and by different 
owners of the lands comprising the same and where any land has been sold in ac
cordance with such plans that they are declared to be highways. Therefore, this 
section in effect confirms that any roads laid out on plans even before 1849 
were declared to be highways provided the same land had been sold.
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member Barney Panting review the pro
posed regulation under the Surveyor Act 
and field questions from the floor. This 
proved to be quite a lively period and all 
persent will be able to vote more intelli
gently as a result.

The purpose of this meeting was to 
familiarize the membership with the use 
and application of co-ordinate control 
monumentation as related to everyday 
surveyors. In this regard we were most 
fortunate to have Alex McEwen and Andy 
Mackenzie consent to prepare the pro
gramme.

Alex’s presentation covered the calcula
tions involved in converting between 
Geographic and Plane co-ordinates, in deter
mination of scale factor, elevation etc. and 
explaining why certain corrections could be 
ignored under certain circumstances. Andy’s 
presentation showed some of the practical 
uses he had made of control monuments 
as well as some suggested applications.

I am sure that due to the efforts of our 
speaker, all who attended the meeting left 
much better informed and confident that 
control monuments could and should be 
used in the course of our regular work 
and that there are several advantages to 
doing so.
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